Electrocorticogram (ECoG), obtained from macroelectrodes placed on the cortex, is typically 21 used in drug-resistant epilepsy patients, and is increasingly being used to study cognition in 22 humans. These studies often use power in gamma or high-gamma (>80 Hz) ranges 23 to make inferences about neural processing. However, while the stimulus tuning properties of 24 gamma/high-gamma power have been well characterized in local field potential (LFP; obtained 25 from microelectrodes), analogous characterization has not been done for ECoG. Using a hybrid 26 array containing both micro and ECoG electrodes implanted in the primary visual cortex of 27 two female macaques, we compared the stimulus tuning preferences of gamma/high-gamma 28 power in LFP versus ECoG and found them to be surprisingly similar. High-gamma power, 29 thought to index the average firing rate around the electrode, was highest for the smallest 30 stimulus (0.3 radius), and decreased with increasing size in both LFP and ECoG, suggesting 31 local origins of both signals. Further, gamma oscillations were similarly tuned in LFP and 32
Introduction 7 we discuss this in more detail in the Discussion. Importantly, in spite of the differences in the 126 strength of gamma and high-gamma band across monkeys, the overall trends remained similar: 127 the strength of gamma rhythm increased with an increase in stimulus size whereas high-gamma 128 power decreased. Importantly, similar trends were also observed in the ECoG signals. To 129 compare the changes in power with stimulus size for LFP and ECoG, we computed the power 130 in two frequency bands: 30-65 Hz for gamma and 150-250 Hz for high-gamma, as shown in 131 Figure 3 B, D, F and H. The gamma range was chosen to avoid the 'slow' gamma, while the 132 high-gamma range was chosen to avoid the harmonic of gamma between 80-120 Hz. As 133 observed in PSD plots, the power in gamma band increased with size for both LFP and ECoG 134 (the only exception was the ECoG of Monkey 2 for which only a single electrode was 135 available), whereas high-gamma power showed opposite trends. Interestingly, high-gamma 136 power was maximum for the smallest stimulus (radius of 0.3) for both LFP and ECoG for all 137 the four monkeys. This suggests local origins of ECoG in primary visual cortex, similar to our 138 previous study 37 , since high-gamma would have been expected to be higher for a larger 139 stimulus if spatial summation occurred over a large cortical area for ECoG. However, unlike 140 our previous approaches 37 , this approach did not provide a quantitative estimate of the spatial 141 spread. We discuss this in more detail in the Discussion. 142 143 A comparison of the shape of the change in power spectra for LFP ( Figure 3A , C, E, G, top 144 row) versus ECoG (bottom row) revealed an interesting difference. Beyond ~100 Hz, the traces 145 were almost parallel to the x-axis in the case of LFP (in all except Monkey 4) but showed a 146 negative slope for ECoG in all monkeys. This suggested that the slope of the PSD in the high-147 gamma range during stimulus and baseline periods were comparable in case of LFP (such that 148 the difference produced a zero-slope line), but stimulus PSD had a steeper slope than baseline power could be observed up to at least ~400 Hz in LFP 40 , it was prominent only up to ~150 Hz 151 in human ECoG 13 . We further quantified this by plotting the slopes of high-gamma range 152 during stimulus period versus baseline ( Figure 4) . The LFP slopes for stimulus and baseline 153 period were comparable (mean slope during stimulus: 1.31, baseline: 1.22, p=0.15, paired t-154 test (two sample t-test)), whereas the ECoG slopes for stimulus period were greater than 155 baseline period (mean slope during stimulus: 2.92, baseline: 1.87, p=0.00035). 156 157
Stimulus tuning of gamma oscillations 158
We first compared the orientation tuning (both preferred angle and selectivity; equations 3 and 159 4) between LFP and ECoG, for two reasons. First, while it is well established that different 160 neurons prefer different orientations in V1 such that the distribution of orientation preferences 161 of MUA is more or less uniform [41] [42] [43] , several studies have shown that the stimulus orientation 162 that generates the strongest gamma in microelectrode recordings is remarkably similar across 163 all the recording sites 16, 29, 44 . However, since these microelectrode arrays span only ~4x4 mm 2 164 patch of cortex, it is possible that different patches of cortex prefer different orientations (the 165 preferred orientation for gamma is location specific, but not monkey specific). Because ECoGs 166 record from brain areas separated by 10 mm or more, comparison of orientation preferences 167 across ECoG sites could provide clues about the specificity of orientation tuning in the gamma 168 band. Second, we have recently shown that the orientation selectivity (measure of the strength 169 of orientation tuning) for gamma was much weaker in EEG compared to LFP 29 . This could be 170 because EEG records activity from a much larger part of the brain than LFP, and these parts 171 may not be as well tuned for a particular orientation. A comparison of the orientation selectivity 172 of ECoG and LFP could therefore provide clues about their similarity. 173 Figure 5A shows the population average of the change in LFP and ECoG power as a function 175 of frequency, across 77 LFP (top) and 5 ECoG (bottom) recording sites for Monkey 3. The 176 change in power was computed between 250 ms to 750 ms relative to baseline period (0 ms to 177 500 ms before stimulus onset) and then averaged across sites on a log scale. The eight colored 178 traces represent the change in power spectrum for eight stimulus orientations. We observed 179 that the mean LFP gamma between 45 to 70 Hz was strongest and fastest at a stimulus 180 orientation of 90. Surprisingly, mean ECoG gamma showed similar trends as LFP gamma 181 with the strongest and fastest gamma for 90 orientation ( Figure 5B , top panel). 182
183
To examine the preferred orientation of gamma at different cortical locations we computed the 184 preferred orientation of gamma in 45 to 70 Hz frequency range for each of the recording sites. 185 Figure 5C shows ECoG (diamonds) and LFP (circles) electrodes, plotted at their receptive field 186 centers and color-coded based on preferred orientation for Monkey 3. Consistent to previous 187 studies 16,29,44 , we observed that preferred orientation of LFP gamma was similar across sites 188 ( Figure 5B , bottom panel, magenta bars). Interestingly, all the five ECoG electrodes which 189 covered ~20 x 20 mm in the cortex, showed a remarkably similar preference for stimulus 190 orientation. Although we observed small variations in preferred orientation from the electrode 191 to electrode, the distribution of ECoG (ranging from 70 to 100) was similar to the LFP 192 (ranging from 80 to 100; Figure 5B preference of gamma is monkey specific but not location specific. 198
10
The orientation preference and selectivity depended on the choice of the frequency band. In 200 particular, for Monkey 3, gamma peak frequency was below our lower cutoff of 45 Hz for 201 some orientations. We used this gamma range to be in congruence with our previous study 29 , 202 in which we had recorded from the same monkeys but used a microelectrode array implanted 203 in the other hemisphere, and had also collected simultaneous EEG data. Since the orientation 204 preferences for LFPs were similar for the two arrays, having the same frequency range allowed 205 us to better compare the LFP, ECoG and EEG gamma tuning. Figure 7 ). In particular, ECoG gamma peak frequency increased with contrast 215 and was similar to LFP peak frequency in both monkeys (for contrasts above 25% that 216 generated salient gamma peaks; Figure 7B , D), unlike EEG gamma peak frequency that did 217 not show a substantial increase with contrast 29 . Overall, our results suggest that ECoG is more 218 similar to LFP than EEG. 219
Discussion

220
We compared the stimulus tuning properties of gamma/high-gamma in LFP and ECoG by 221 simultaneously recording these signals using a custom-made hybrid grid and found them to be 222 surprisingly similar. The smallest stimulus size tested (radius of 0.3), which has been earlier 223 shown to produce largest high-gamma power in LFP 17 , produced the largest high-gamma 224 power in ECoG as well. Further, tuning preferences of gamma oscillations for stimulus size, 225 orientation, spatial frequency and contrast were very similar for LFP and ECoG. Overall, these 226 results suggest that ECoG is an excellent signal to study gamma oscillations. 227
228
These results are consistent with our recent study 37 , in which we used a receptive field (RF) 229 mapping approach to show that the spatial spread of ECoG was surprisingly local (SD of ~1.5 230 mm or 2SD of ~3mm), not much larger than the diameter of the ECoG electrode (2.3 mm), and 231 only ~3 times the spread of LFP (2SD of ~ 1mm). These results are also consistent with the 232 observation that the RFs of ECoGs recorded in humans are very small 3 , although in that study 233 the RFs (measured in degrees) were not converted to cortical spreads (measured in mm). 234 235 Unfortunately, this approach did not yield a quantitative estimate of the ECoG spread, for two 236 reasons. First, it is possible that ECoG preferentially samples neurons in the upper layers of the 237 cortex that may prefer smaller stimulus sizes, so it is difficult to deduce spatial spread from 238 size tuning. Second, the range of stimulus sizes that we used was not wide enough to 239 quantitatively compare the spreads of LFP and ECoG. Use of even smaller stimuli (for 240 example, radius of 0.1º) would have yielded a better estimate of the 'optimal' stimulus size for 241 LFP high-gamma power, and comparison of optimal stimulus sizes for LFP and ECoG would 242 have yielded a quantitative estimate of their respective spatial spreads. However, when 243 extremely small stimuli are used, appropriate comparison is possible only in the absence of eye 244 jitters. Given that the monkey had to maintain fixation only within 1º or more around the 245 fixation spot, it is possible that a very small stimulus would occasionally miss the receptive 246 field completely if the monkey's gaze was away from the fixation spot, increasing the 247 variability of the estimate of high-gamma power for very small stimuli. The method used in 248 our previous study 37 , which is originally based on the model proposed by Xing and 249 colleagues 45 , partially addressed this concern because the inflation in the estimate of the RF 250 size due to several factors (including eye jitters) is similar for different measures (MUA, LFP 251 and ECoG), and therefore a model that estimates the spatial spreads based on the differences 252 in RF sizes between measures (such as MUA versus LFP and LFP versus ECoG) can cancel 253 out these common terms (see Refs 37,45 for details). We had also used another approach that 254 involved the comparison of the PSDs of ECoG and LFP during spontaneous periods to show 255 that the ECoG spread was local. The present approach, obtained by simply comparing the high-256 gamma power as a function of stimulus size, provides a third, albeit weaker line of evidence 257 that ECoG is a local signal. Further, this result is obtained without any model or additional 258 assumptions and is complementary to the previous two approaches that used either very small 259 stimuli to map RFs or compared the PSDs during spontaneous periods. 260
261
What are the origins of high-gamma activity in ECoG? High-gamma activity was initially 262 interpreted in the same conceptual framework as gamma oscillations, just operating at a higher 263 frequency 46-48 . More recently, high-gamma in the LFP has been shown to be tightly correlated 264 with the multiunit firing rate 13-17 . ECoG high-gamma power has been proposed to reflect the 265 synchrony in neural population 13 , although direct experimental evidence, to our knowledge, is 266 lacking. In the size study, we observed that upper range of ECoG high-gamma was limited to 267 200-250 Hz compared to at least 400 Hz in LFP (see Figure 2B vs 2A for stimulus radius of 268 and G; bottom vs top panel), and was further quantified by comparing the slopes in stimulus 270 period with baseline period (Figure 4 ). This could be because the PSD of the ECoG was much 271 steeper than LFP at low frequencies (see Ref 37 ), and therefore the overall power of the ECoG 272 at high frequencies was much lower than LFP. Thus, the noise (either in the device or the brain) 273 could have affected the ECoG signal more than LFP at high frequencies. It appears that even 274 the LFP for Monkey 4 was more affected by noise, since the PSD slopes in this monkey were 275 shallower during both baseline and stimulus periods compared to other monkeys (Figure 4 ). 276
The differences in PSD slopes for ECoG compared to LFP could be due to its larger size, lower 277 impedance or position. 278
279
We observed that the tuning preferences of gamma were similar for ECoG and LFP for all the 280 four stimulus manipulations (size, orientation, spatial frequency and contrast), while previously 281 we had observed considerable differences between LFP and EEG tuning 29 . Note that while 282 these recordings were done on the same monkeys, we did not record all three signals 283 simultaneously because of technical difficulties (see Methods). Nonetheless, the weak tuning 284 of EEG gamma was observed in humans also 29 , and is therefore likely to be a general feature 285 of EEG signals. However, note that the similarity in tuning profile of LFP and ECoG gamma 286 rhythms for different stimulus manipulations could be because of a coherent network because 287 of the use of full screen gratings at full contrast which are known to produce strong and 288 coherent gamma rhythms 16,17 over a large brain area. Both the microelectrodes and 289 macroelectrodes captured the activity of this network and therefore showed similar tuning 290 preferences. Interestingly, ECoG electrodes which were on the surface of cortex captured this 291 activity as reliably as microelectrodes which were presumably in the superficial layers of the 292 cortex. Apart from the stimulus, another factor that could have influenced our results is volume 293 conduction 49,50 . In a previous study 50 , in which we recorded from microelectrodes implanted 294 in Monkeys 1 and 2, we showed that the LFP-LFP phase coherence almost becomes flat for 295 CSD (current source density, a double spatial derivative of potential, obtained by subtracting 296 the potential of an electrode from the potentials of four neighboring electrodes; see Fig As described earlier in Results section, the tuning parameters depended critically on the low 301 frequency limit of the gamma band. This is because the actual power (not change in power 302 which is displayed in the figures) falls off rapidly with frequency and displays a prominent 303 "1/f" structure. The total power in a band is therefore dominated by the lower frequencies that 304 have larger absolute power. For example, in the orientation tuning experiment, gamma peak 305 was strongest for the stimulus orientation of 90º but also the fastest (peak around ~55 Hz) for 306 Monkey 3 ( Figure 5A ). Orientation of 0º produced a smaller bump, but since it was around 40 307
Hz, the power between 35-40 Hz was more for 0º stimulus than 90º. However, if we had chosen 308 the gamma band between 35-70 Hz, the preferred orientation would have shifted towards 0º 309 just because the absolute power between 35-40 Hz far exceeds the power between 50-60 Hz. 310
This issue can be partially addressed by using the normalized instead of absolute power while 311 computing the power in a band, but in general, it is difficult to compare gamma power across 312 stimulus conditions when the peak frequency itself shifts with stimulus. 313
314
In our case, the choice of frequency band is of less relevance because the actual power spectra 315 for LFP and ECoG were remarkably similar for every stimulus condition: if the gamma peak 316 did not fall in a specified range for LFP, it invariably fell outside the range for ECoG as well. 317
Therefore, our main result that LFP and ECoG gamma tuning is remarkably similar holds 318 irrespective of the choice of the frequency band. 319
Although the overall trends were similar for Monkeys 3 and 4, the strength of tuning was 320 different. For example, orientation selectivity was different for the two monkeys for LFP 321 gamma whereas ECoG gamma showed comparable selectivity ( Figure 5D and 5H). One reason 322 could be because the LFP receptive field locations were very foveal in case of Monkey 4 323 ( Figure 5G ), although the foveal ECoG electrodes in both the monkeys showed strong 324 orientation tuning ( Figure 5C and 5G). Moreover, Xu and colleagues 51 found no difference in 325 orientation selectivity as a function of eccentricity in V1. We suspect that the main reason 326 behind weaker LFP gamma in Monkey 4 is because the microelectrode array had earlier been 327 explanted (see Methods for details), although it is unlikely that this affected any of the major 328 results. 329
To conclude, our findings highlight the presence of gamma oscillations in ECoG which shows 330 similar tuning preference to gamma oscillations observed in LFP recordings, even though the 331 size of the ECoG electrode is several hundred times larger than the microelectrode. Therefore, 332
ECoG gamma can act as a potent marker for the diagnosis of brain disorders such as autism 333 and schizophrenia which have been associated with abnormal gamma rhythms 52,53 . Further, 334 comparing the high-gamma activity between ECoG and LFP we showed that ECoG has local 335 origins in V1. Together, our results validate the use of ECoG in brain-machine interface 336 applications and basic science research. In case of Monkey 4, we used a hybrid array that had been implanted on a different monkey, 386 but it had to be explanted after 2 days due to complications related to the surgery. One reference 387 wire was lost during the process, and the insulation was removed from the other one (in 388 Monkey 3, insulation from only the tip of the reference wires were removed). This could have 389 led to higher noise in the LFP data collected from Monkey 4 at frequencies above 250 Hz, 390 because the power spectral density appeared to be shallow than other monkeys. It is unlikely 391 that this affected any of the results, since clear gamma rhythm and high-gamma activity were 392 observed in the LFP, which were generally similar to the recordings done earlier using a fresh 393 array implanted in the other hemisphere 29 . Further, ECoG electrodes that were simply placed 394 on the cortex were unaffected by the explantation and showed strong gamma peaks. 395 396 All signals were recorded using Blackrock Microsystems data acquisition system (Cerebus 397 Neural Signal Processor). Local field potential (LFP) and multi-unit activity (MUA) were 398 recorded from microelectrode array. LFP and ECoG were obtained by band-pass filtering the 399 raw data between 0.3 Hz (Butterworth filter, first order, analog) and 500 Hz (Butterworth filter, 400 fourth order, digital), sampled at 2 kHz and digitized at 16-bit resolution. MUA was derived 401 by filtering the raw signal between 250 Hz (Butterworth filter, fourth order, digital) and 7,500 402 Hz (Butterworth filter, third order, analog), followed by an amplitude threshold (set at ~6.25 403 (Monkey 1), ~4.25 (Monkey 2) and ~5 (Monkeys 3 and 4) of the SDs of the signal). 404 405 The data acquisition system has provisions to measure both the impedance of the electrodes as 406 well as potential cross-talk across pairs of electrodes. The similarity in the gamma oscillations 407 recorded in LFP and ECoG signals was not due to potential crosstalk between LFP and ECoG 408 electrodes, which we could measure explicitly. Further, RF centers for LFP and ECoG one signal produced salient gamma oscillations in that signal but virtually no response in the 411 other, ruling out potential cross-talk influencing our results. 412 413 Previously we had also recorded EEG data from Monkeys 3 and 4 simultaneously with the 414 LFP 29 . In this study, EEG signals were found to be extremely noisy. This was because a much 415 larger craniotomy was needed to insert the ECoG array, and consequently a larger titanium 416 mesh, longer plates and more screws were required to secure the bone flap. Further, as this was 417 the second surgery on these monkeys, there was considerable hardware present on the other 418 hemisphere from the first surgery as well. Consequently, there was hardly enough space to put 419 EEG electrodes on the occipital areas, and those signals were noisy. Orientation and Spatial frequency tuning study 472 A full-screen static Grating stimulus was presented for 800 ms with an inter-stimulus period of 473 700 ms while Monkeys 3 and 4 performed a fixation task. The Gratings were presented at full 474 contrast at one of five spatial frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 cpd) and one of the eight 475 orientations (0º, 22.5º, 45, 67.5, 90º, 112.5º, 135º and 157.5º) chosen pseudo-randomly. The 476 effect of orientation was studied ( Figure 5 ) at spatial frequency which produced highest power 477 in gamma range (4 and 2 cpd for Monkeys 3 and 4). The average number of repetitions for 478 each orientation condition and preferred spatial frequency were 33 (range 28 to 36) for Monkey 479 3 and 42 (range 37 to 45) for Monkey 4. Similarly, the effect of spatial frequency was studied 480 ( Figure 6 ) at preferred orientation (~90) which produced highest gamma power. The average 481 number of repetitions were 33 (range 32 to 36) and 34 (range 15 to 45). 482
Methods
338
Animal preparation and Recording
The stimulus for Monkey 3 was a full-screen Grating at preferred spatial frequency (4 cpd), 485 preferred orientation (90), one of seven contrasts (100, 50, 25, 12.5, 6.25, 3.125 and 0%) and 486 one of eight different temporal frequencies (tf = 50, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1and 0 cycle per second; 487 counterphase). We studied (Figure 7) the effect of contrast for the static grating (tf = 0 cps); 488 average number of repetitions was 17 (range 16 to 18). For Monkey 4, stimulus was a static 489 full screen Grating at preferred spatial frequency (2 cpd), one of the six contrasts (100, 50, 25, 490 12.5, 6.25 and 0%) and one of the eight orientations (0º, 22.5º, 45, 67.5, 90º, 112.5º, 135º and 491 157.5º). Contrast tuning was studied at preferred orientation (90º); average number of 492 repetitions was 27 (range 26 to 29). Both monkeys performed a fixation task and stimulus was 493 presented for 800 ms with an inter-stimulus period of 700 ms. 494 495 Electrode selection 4) for all the stimulus sizes, and a signal-to-noise ratio 56 greater than 1.5. This yielded 15 (11 510 unique), 107 (58 unique), 24 (20 unique) and 22 (13 unique) electrodes for further analysis for 511 the four monkeys. 512 513 For the orientation, spatial and contrast studies, full screen stimuli were used because that 514 condition produced the strongest gamma. Consequently, firing rates were weak for most sites 29 . 515
Since our primary interest was to compare gamma power, we used the full set of 77 (Monkey 
532
Where ( , ) is the mean energy averaged over trials at time t and frequency w, and ( ) 534 is the baseline energy computed for 500 ms (-500 to 0 ms before stimulus onset). Since 535 subtraction is done on a log scale, this is essentially the log of the ratio of power at any time 536 and the baseline power and has units of decibel (dB). For population data ( Figure 2C and 2D) , 537 the ( , ) values over recording sites were averaged. Note that the baseline energy was 538 calculated across all the stimulus conditions for each recording site. 539
540
For the size study, gamma range was chosen between 30 -65 Hz for all the four monkeys 541 ( Figure 3 ). This was done to accommodate the peak frequency for all stimulus sizes, as gamma 542 peak frequency decreases with an increase in stimulus size 17,28,29 . The high-gamma range (150 543 -250 Hz) was chosen higher than usual (>80 Hz) to avoid the harmonic of gamma rhythm 544 (~100 Hz, see Figure 3 ). The gamma frequency range for orientation and spatial frequency 545 studies, in which a full-screen Grating was presented, was chosen to be 45 -70 Hz for Monkeys 546 3 and 4. This was done in congruence with our previous study 29 which used data from the same 547 two monkeys (but different hemispheres), and to avoid contamination from 'slow gamma' 29 548 which was prominent in Monkey 4. For the contrast study, gamma range was chosen between 549 20 -75 Hz. This was done to accommodate peak frequency for all stimulus contrast values, 550 since gamma peak frequency has been to shown to decrease considerably with a reduction in 551 stimulus contrast 27 or noise floor and m is the slope 40,57 . In this frequency range, the amplifier roll off is negligible, 578 and therefore the slopes are similar with or without amplifier roll-off correction 40 . We also 579 tested the amplifier noise floor by shorting the inputs and found the power to be at least an 580 order of magnitude lower than the signal power. Therefore, the estimated slopes did not depend 581 on the characteristics of the amplifier. 582 the difference in energy relative to baseline energy (-500 to 0 ms, 0 denotes the stimulus onset, 748 stimulus is presented from 0 to 800 ms) for six stimulus radii (labelled above the plots in 749 degrees) for an example LFP recording site (same as shown in Figure 1A ). The gamma rhythm 750 at ~50 Hz increases with size, while the high-band activity above the gamma band decreases 
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